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Record decide the time. The best time and average time showing the first World Speedcubinga Championship was held in 1982 in Budapest, and it was won by Min Tai (USA) with 22.95 seconds of decision time. Since then, the methods have evolved and we are able to reach a solution time below 6 seconds. If you want
to improve your cubing speed, all you need is a high quality, well-oiled Rubik's Cube with a good cutting angle and optimal tension so that the pieces don't pop. Practice finger tricks, the art of turning a cube as you can barely see the movement. You will also need a Rubik's Cube timer to track your evolution, and a lot of
the practice method described in the tutorial below. Cross F2L OLL PLL When it comes to the advanced rubik's Cube solution technique, we should mention the Petrus system and the Friedrich method (or full CFOP) that is used by the vast majority of speedcubers these days. This advanced method developed by
Jessica Friedrich divides the puzzle into layers and you have to solve the cube layer by layer using algorithms at every turn without spoiling the parts already in place. These steps are: Cross, F2L, OLL and PLL, as seen in the illustration above. The method developed by Jessica Friedrich involves memorizing a large
number of algorithms, but there is a logical connection between them. After a lot of practice you will develop the ability to perform these operations intuitively. Steps of advanced method 1. First of all, we have to solve the white pieces of the edge at the bottom. It seems to be the easiest, but it's really hard if you want to
do it right. You should be able to determine all the rotations needed to complete the white cross after checking the cube, and you will succeed only if you anticipate 7 steps. Read more at 2. When the cross is made we decide the first two layers (F2L) in one step using the method to juice the white angle and parts of the
edge of the second layer. These are four corner blocks that usually require 4x7 steps. Read more. The orientation of the last layer (OLL) of the Rubik's Cube is a step in which we solve the yellow face without matching the lateral colors. We are going to position them on the next step. Examine all 57 algorithms to
complete this step. Read more at 4. Cross the last layer (PLL) to finish the solution of your cube. There are 21 algorithms to remember. Read more about Friedrich Rubik's Cuba Steps: How-to-solve-a-Rubix-Cube.com. I took care to select algorithms that I think are easy to both remember and execute, and I organized
them in a manner that I think facilitates learning. While I also tried to make sure they are unmistakable, if you notice any errors you can leave a comment below or send me an email. F2L If you read how в F2L рагделе моего руководства speedcubing, вгдетете тоео наттттт, как я увствуо о о олагатся на от стол, а не
интиия. Я ередставил ия в ббом слуае, бтобе вк вгли видеттттт оетималнееееия дя всеб ссуеевееВ F2L. R U R' F U' F U' 'R U' 'U' F (U'R U') (R' U R) AND 'U IN U' (F U' F') AND 'F'R U' (R' U R' AND R' (U IN U') (F U ' F') AND ' F') 'F'U' F (R' U2 R) d' (R U2 R') d (R U' R) (R U' R) d (R' U' R) (F'U F U') d' (F U F') (U
F' U2 F) (U'U F' (U'R U2 R') (U'R U2 R') (U'U'U' F) (U IN U'U' F) (U R U2 R') (U'R U' R') (U' F' U'U' U'U'U2 (R U' U2)F (F' (R U') (R U') AND 'R U') (R U') (R U R') 'y' (R' U' R U) (R' U' R' R) (U F) (U F) (U'R U' R') (U'R U2 R') (U'U' F) (d' F U F') (U' R U R') (d' U' R') (d R' U R) (R U') (R U') (R U') (R U') (U' R U' R') (U' F' U' F'
U' U' F) (U' R U' R') (F' U F) (U' F' U F) ( R U'R') (U R U' R') (U' R U R') (F' U' F) (U'U' F) (R U' R U2 R U2 R (U'R U' R') (R U') (R U') (R U') (R U2 R') (R U2 R)) (R U') (R U') (R U') (R U') (R U') (R U') (R' U' R) d (R' U'R U') (R' U'R) (R U'R'R' U2 R) (U R' U2 R) алгоритмк OLL ддеск ероумернк с с оккк еоккк и еринк еокк
н ериня еринок еринк еокк н риня ериокск еринк с омоккк и бринокя ис еокккк нриск мрокнк с омоккк н риокск н омокт нрискя и бриокааа , нанденого на вики speedsolving.com (и в другия онлан), так кто вг вседа моете наети алернативу оуределеному алгоритму, если ботите. Я выбрал эти, потому что
они в значительной степени использовать три различных триггеров, которые я чувствую, позволяет легче запоминается. Просто узнайте три триггера, и вы почти знаете большинство алгоритмов уже. Для алгоритмов, которые не используют эти триггеры, я скобки их, чтобы показать, как я мог бы
выполнить их в разделах. Вы можете сортировать этот список по форме, триггеру и порядку номеров, чтобы облегчить легкое поиск конкретной ситуации и запоминание всего списка. 27 (R' U2 R) U (R) 26 (R U2 R') AND 'R U') 25F' (r U') (r F R) 24 (r U R' U') (rF') 22R U2 (R2' U' R2 U') (r 2' U' R2 U') R2' U2
R) 21 (R U R') U (R U' R') U (R U2 R') 23R2 D (R' U2 R) R U2 R') 1 (R U2 R') (R' F R F') U2 (R' F R F') 2F (R U') In (R U') at 4f (R U') in U F (R U') In 3f (R U') in U'S 'U') In 19M U (R U') M' (' R' F R F') 18F (R U' y' R ' U2 (R' F R F') 17 (R U R U) (R' F'R F') U2 (R' F'R F') 20M U (R U') M2 (U R R U' r 57 (R U') M' (U R
U'r'r)28M' U' M U'M U2' M' M 55R U2 R2 (U'R U') U2 (F R F') 52 (R U'R) R'R R R 'R' R' R' F 51f (R U R' U') в 56F (R U') R F' (r U') r' 45F (R U') В 33 (R U') (R' F') 40R' F (R U') В AND R 39L F U' L' L' 14 (R' F R) U (R' F R) y ' (R U'R R)13F (U R U' R2) В R U R'R) 16r вввввввввввввввв (R U') r U') r U' r R 15l' U L (L' U' L
34 (R U') X D' R U'R U' D' 38 (R U') (R U'R U') (R' F R ) 36 (L' U') (L' U L) 44f (R U') на 43f' (L' U 'L U' f 31R' U' F U' R В R 32F U R U' In R'R U' r 'R U2 R') (R R R F') (R U2 R') 37F R 'R U' R U' R' 5r' U2 (R U R U' R U R 6r UR UR'R U' R U' r 48F (R U') (R U') 'U') В 47F' (L' U' L U) (L' U' F 50R' F R2'R R' R' 49 (R' F') R2
U2 y (R' F R F') 53 (l' U'L U') (L' U') L' U2 l 54 (r U R U) (R U'R U2' r U2 r R 11F (L' L' F y F (R U') В 1 2F ( R U') F (R UR' U') В 7 (r U R) R U2 r U2 r U2 r U'R U'R U'R U'R U'R U'R 10 (R U R) U) (R' F R U2 R' 9(R U R' U') R'R'R'R 29(R U') R U'R U'R ' F' U'R U'U') 42 (R' F') (R' F R F') (R R R R U R U') R U2 R F (R U') В
30(L'L' L' U2 L d (R U R) PLL Многое как алгоритмттттттттттттттттттттттттти OLL , ти алгоримттття PY ересани. Ия асто нагваот ерестановками или ермями, наеример, H-perm или Nb-perm. PLL края толко гл required толко края и и углdi H(M2 U M2) U2 (M2 U M2) U'R U 'R U') R U'R U'R U' R U'R U'R U'R
U'R U'R U'R U'R U'R U'. R) Ub (R U R U') R (R) U2 Aax z' R2 U2 (R) U2 (R RD') z x Abx R2 D2 (R U R)) D2 (R U R) x ER2 U R'U'y (R U'R U') (R U') (R U') y' (R U'R U') T (R U') R 'R' R' R' R' U'R 'F 'F R U' R' F') AND R' F') (R R R F ') F ') In (R' U R U') R2 (F' F U) x (R U') R2 x 'V'U'U') U') y (R'D R'D'D') R2 y' (R' B' R B
R) JaL' U' L F (L' U' L U) L2 U U JbR U R' F 'R U') R' F' R'R' U' Ra (L U2 L') U2 L 'L' U' L L F L L L L2 и Rb (R' U2 R) U2 R (R U') R' R' R' R' R'R'R'R'R'R' R' R'R'R'R' R' R' R' R' R' R' R' R' R' R' R' R'R'R 'R 'R 'R 'R'R 'R' R ' U' R' U2 (R UR Nb(R U') R' (F' F) (R U R F F F (R U R) Gay R2' (R' U') (R и 'R2) y' (R) U R) Gb (R'
U' R ) y R2 и (R' U 'R U') (R и 'R2) Gcy R2 и 'R U' (R U' - во в в) R2 y (R U') Gdy2 ( R U') y' (R2 и'R) И ' (R' U R') и R2 CFOP (Cross, F2L, OLL, PLL, ероиносится C-F-O-P или C-fop) является 3x3 speedsolving метод, ередлоенкенкянкя несколккими кбуеров ворруг It is also known as friedrich's method in honor of
its popularizer, Jessica Friedrich. Partly because of friedrich's publication of the method on its website in 1995, CFOP has been the most dominant method of 3x3 speedcubing since about 2000, with it and its variants used by the vast majority of the best speedcubers such as Felix Semdegs, Max Park, Sebastian Weier,
Mats Valk, etc. Origin and naming dispute Jessica Friedrich are often mistakenly credited as the sole inventor of the CFOP. In fact, many of the developments were made in the early 1980s by other cubes that contributed to the method in its current form. The composite methods and their initial suggestions are as follows:
During the resurgence of speedcubing popularity in the late 90s and early 2000s, there was a general lack of information about sports. Friedrich's website offers a wealth of information for those entering the sport, including a full description of THERP with full lists of algorithms. As a result, many who learned from her
website began to call this method the Friedrich Method, which explains the general use of the term today. Several high-profile Kubers have long challenged this terminology; Ron van Bruchem, famously, has publicly written that he will never call the CFOP Friedrich Method. This issue became well advertised in the
cubing community around 2008, probably because of this. The term CFOP has since seen an increase in usage compared to then, and is partly motivated by efforts to standardize terminology in classification methods, and is now seen as generally as the Friedrich Method. While some kuerars still insist on the term
CFOP, Friedrich's contribution to popularizing the method is undeniable, and many others accept the term Friedrich's method as a well-established terminology and a valid synonym for CFOP. CFOP steps can be seen as an advanced version of the Layer-By-Layer method. Specifically, it combines some of the steps of
this method into one, using much more algorithms. Here we outline a clean CFOP without any additional tricks. In addition, the cube is usually decided on the white side of the top for the cross, yellow at the bottom for the cross, and opposite for other steps. However, this is not required. Cross Make a cross on one side,
deciding all the edges of the given person. Make sure to align the edges with the second level centers. It is recommended that you decide the cross on the bottom, left, right or back side, and that you become familiar with doing the cross with all the colors; Not just one. F2L (First two layers) Fill four slots between cross
pieces, one slot at a time. Each slot is filled by inserting the corner and its corresponding edge simultaneously. Most of the 41 cases have intelligent, intuitive solutions. Completing this step leaves one with only the last layer usually placed on top. (The orientation of the last last Make the entire top side (last layer) of the
cube a solid color. 57 non-trivial cases. Those new to OLL break the step in two. This significantly reduces the number of cases; 2-look OLL has 9 cases. However, note that this is a few seconds slower than the PLL (rearrangement of the last layer) Finally, you finish the cube by re-setting the top layer of the cube. 21
non-trivial cases. Those new to PLL break the step into two parts. This significantly reduces the number of cases; 2-look PLL has 6 cases. However, note that it is a few seconds slower than Pros Easy to learn - CFOP is widely considered the easiest method to learn, as it easily moves from beginner methods. It doesn't
require much understanding of how the cube works - Due to the lack of blockbuilding or edge orientation required in CFOP, the method relies more on pattern recognition and algorithms. Although cross and F2L are solved intuitively, they are simpler than blockbuilding with Roux or orientation edges and blockbuilding
with . By far the most researched method - As CFOP is the most widely used method and has been for years, there has been far more research done on CFOP than any other method, which means more resources, more diversity of algorithms to choose from, and more community members to help and give advice. All
world records for the Rubik's 3x3 cube since 2003 have been set with CFOP, with the exception of 9.54 Kian Mansour in a single-handed Ao5 in May 2018. Statistically the fastest method of acceleration - Statistically speaking, CFOP was now the fastest method, despite the number of moves. As of June 1, 2016, the top
four speeders on average 3x3 use this method, as well as the top 15 speed speeds in the 3x3 single. Cons Algorithms - CFOP with 4 Look last layer is a total of 16 algorithms (10 2-watch OLL algs and 6 2-look PLL algs). Full CFOP has 57 OLLs and 21 PLLs with a total of 78 algorithms. If a person has learned one full
CFOP alg per day (OLL and PLL), it will take just over 2 and a half months to learn all of them. Moving count - CFOP has a slightly higher average travel rate than y and a much higher movecount compared to Roux. Dependence on Inspection - CFOP relies on the use of verification time, in order to cross (and the first
pair, depending on how advanced the user is) to be resolved quickly. In cases where there is no time to check, for example, a large cube decides where you need to jump between the reduction of the cube and the 3x3x3 steps, this may be a disadvantage as the cross should be placed on the fly rather than planned.
While this may be the case, CFOP is still the most popular choice for the 3x3x3 stage on large cubes, like planning and executing Roux or th decide how to harder than doing CFOP. Difficulty cross - Planning the cross during the inspection may take some time to master. This requires a experience similar to planning the
first block with Roux or EOLine with K. See also Cross F2L OLL/ PLL 4LLL CFCE and Ru Rearranging corners only rearranging edges only cfop algorithms pdf download
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